
Tip: You can find the link to the Foundation Training Webinars in the
#foundations Discord channel.

Make your own watchlist weekly. Compare it to Mark's in the SMB.
Forecast on each trading day.
Journal in detail all the positions you take.
Review these positions one week later to see if you still agree with them.
Backtest with specific questions to make sure you get the most out of your time.
Watch each Trade Recap and compare it to your own trades.

There's a lot of content! Give yourself time to digest the information.

Watch the Falcon Mechanics, applying all principles being taught as you
go along.

Watch the Mechanics 3 times: the first time without notes, the second
time with notes, and on the third time, identify why you decided to
previously note the things you did.

Start attending the Foundation Training Webinars, hosted every Friday.
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This will take time. Don’t expect to pick up these lessons right away. Apply aggressive
patience. Remember, financial freedom is on the other side of all this!

Time to get practical! You will now take the topics from the Mechanics and apply
them (DO NOT use the bar replay tool for this!)
Take the exercises in Lessons 1-7 of the Mechanics and apply them to the charts.

START HERE!
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THE TRADING CENTRE
Download the Falcon Trading Centre if you haven’t already.
The Trading Centre is full of tools built to help you stay on
track & remain focused. You'll be using this resource a lot, so
it's best you watch the video tutorial on the dashboard to
familiarise yourself with it.

BACKTESTING

CONTENT
GUIDE

FALCON FX

MAKING A WATCHLIST
Build a watchlist weekly (ideally before you watch that week's episode of the
Sunday Market Breakdown).

Additionally, watch the Midweek Market Review to stay up-to-date.

Note: It's perfectly fine to copy Mark's watchlist, but just understand why he has
those pairs on watch and compare and contrast to your own pairs.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
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Watch Lesson 6 of the Falcon Mechanics (“Trading Systems”) and download
the Trading Plan Template doc.
Familiarize yourself with each setup by backtesting each one individually and
identifying the key characteristics that caused us to take those trades.
Watch the Trade Recaps and pay particular attention to the higher time
frame when Mark builds the trade from the top down.
Journal your trades taken in the live market in your Trading Centre. This will
allow you to review them later and see what you did right or wrong.

BUILDING A TRADING PLAN

Tip: You can find the link to each webinar in the #performance-webinars Discord
channel. Make sure to also check the Falcon Events Calendar regularly to stay up to
date (Link to the calendar on the dashboard)

Once you have a firm understanding of the strategy, you can attend the
Performance Webinars held every other Thursday.
The Performance Webinars are catered to all skill levels, and they’re built to
benchmark backtesting ability.

PERFORMANCE WEBINARS

This step is optional, but it can be really effective at improving your trading results! 

Once you hit your 3-month milestone as a Falcon member, you can upgrade to
Falcon FX Pro+. Not only does this get you access to Falcon Live Trader (2 more
live webinars per week), this also unlocks AFT content, or “Advanced Falcon
Trader,” which includes our latest Strategy Refinement.

SUBSCRIBE TO FX PRO+

9Once you hit the 6-month mark, you’re ready to put your skills to the
test with funded capital! Apply for the funding program at ffxfund.com,
and once you’re in, you can take an assessment and start scaling up!

JOIN THE
FUNDED TRADERS CLUB


